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IF ANY OF THE ABOVE AFFECTED EITHER THE ARTIST’S LIFE EXPERIENCE OR WORK BECAUSE IT/THEY  

PROVIDED A CHALLENGE AT THE TIME, PLEASE EXPLAIN. 

None of the above qualities of the designer provided a challenge for the time.

DID THIS DESIGNER DO NOTABLE WORK IN FIELDS OTHER THAN WHAT WOULD TODAY BE CONSIDERED GRAPHIC DESIGN? EXPLAIN.

Sagmeister dipped a little bit into filmmaking as he released a firm for his art, “The Happy Film,” spring 2016.

FOR WHAT IS THIS DESIGNER MOST NOTED?  EXPLAIN.

He is most known for his unique work. He approaches things in life differently and produces an art piece out of his process.  

IS THERE ANYTHING CONTROVERSIAL ABOUT THIS DESIGNER? EXPLAIN. 

Once, he made a crude joke about an animal performing sexual acts, which embarrassed a sign language translator and upset many 

people. Sagmeister wrote an apology on Twitter from he Sagmeister & Welsh account. Some of his works are also controversial 

due to the harsh or abrupt message. For example, he had his assistant carve into Sagmeister’s body information about a program for 

AIGA. Not only is this seen as a sort of self-mutilation, but in order to show the “poster” he had to be nude. 

EXPLAIN THIS DESIGNER’S EDUCATION/TRAINING, INCLUDING ACADEMIC, APPRENTICESHIPS, AND /OR MENTORSHIPS.

Graduated from the University of Applied Arts in Vienna with an M.F.A in 1985 and earned a Master of Science, Communication 

Design from Pratt Institute in New York in 1988.

DID THIS DESIGNER PROMOTE A SPECIFIC IDEOLOGY IN HIS/HER WORK? EXPLAIN. 

He has said that being a good designer takes guts. Sagmeister wants people to take a double-take on his work. 

WHY IS THIS DESIGNER VIEWED AS ICONIC IN THE HISTORY OF GRAPHIC DESIGN? 

Many of his works are intricate and unique, they have inspired other artists to try absurd things. His typographic works are well-

known and admired because they are, once more, unique and postmodern. 

IS THERE ANY OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO KNOW ABOUT THIS DESIGNER?

He is still improving his work and strives to do what no one else would.

STEFAN SAGMEISTER

DESIGNER’S FULL NAME: Stefan Sagmeister

DESIGNER’S PSEUDONYM/NICKNAME: None

GENDER: Male

YEAR BORN: 1962

COUNTRY IN WHICH DESIGNER BORN: Austria

YEAR DIED: ---

COUNTRY IN WHICH DESIGNER DIED: ---



YOUR NAME: Mihye Walker 

STATE YOUR EDUCATED OPINION OF THIS PERSON AND THE QUALITY/IMPORTANCE OF HIS/HER WORK. EXPLAIN WHAT INFLUENCE – OR LACK OF 

INFLUENCE – THIS WORK HAS HAD ON YOUR OWN.

Stefan Sagmeister is one of the spiciest artists to walk this earth. Born in 1962 in Austria, he moved to New York after earning his 

M.F.A at the University of Applied Arts in Vienna. His work is entrancing in a strange way. One of his goals is to make people take 

a second look at his work, and he achieves that. He strives to do what no one else has done – and that has won him many awards 

worldwide. He has designed covers and albums for many musicians and held multiple fascinating exhibitions. Aside from being 

internationally recognized, Sagmeister has been nominated for four Grammy Awards,of which he has won two. Digital art, however, 

is not the only thing he creates. He is a designer at heart and has done performance art, dabbled in filmography, and worked with 

typography. Traveling all around the world, he shares his knowledge and stories with other artists. 

He produced a film, “The Happy Film,” which was released early in 2016. This is a documentary about finding happiness. The 

entire film is about Sagmeister pursuing methods to make his personality happier. Like most situations in life, things do not go as 

planned and the project ended up taking seven years to complete. 

The majority of his art is controversial. For example his informational poster for an AIGA program featured a nude Stefan 

Sagmeister with type carved into his skin. Naturally, this would be the topic of discussion of artists’ conversations. His other pieces 

are far from normal and stand out amongst his peers. In my opinion, this is what sets his work apart from others. 

Sagmeister is one of my role models. Not only is he inspiring to me, but he also inspires many other artists. His work has inspired 

and challenged me to embrace the different. I had never seen any artwork like his before I researched him last spring. Usually, I 

gravitate towards the weird side of art. When I came across his work, I instantly knew he would be one of my favorite artists. His 

work grabs me in a way that captivates all of my attention. Several of his projects push me to take a risk and go beyond to make 

mine more bizarre than I usually do. Someone like Sagmeister is what I could only dream of being, but never actually would be. 

I am too fearful of being judged and ridiculed by the world, so I support and follow those who are brave enough to express the 

unusual. 

Sagmeister deserved every award he has ever received. He changed the design world. Hopefully, there are others who see his work 

and are as inspired as I am to create something as abnormal. There is nothing about him that I do not admire. Whenever I see his 

work, I can’t help but smile and admire the boldness. I believe that he has made his own genre of art. I still have a great deal to learn 

from him. Perhaps I am not educated enough, but I will be bold enough to say there is no one like Stefan Sagmeister.
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